Minutes for the Meeting: July 15, 2018
Location: Linbrook Bowl, Anaheim
I.

Call to order by Lynn Matsubara at 2:15 P.M.

II.

Attendance: Lynn Matsubara, Allan Goya, Stacee Kosaka, Jerry Armstrong, Jeri Ando and Lynne
Tomita. Also attending the meeting was David Hayashida.

III.

Lynn reported there was one scholarship application received. The applicant is Bing Lau, Jr. Bing
bowled the Pepsi Youth Bowling Championships and the Grand Prix Scholarship tournaments, did a
lot of volunteer work and was an honor student. A proposal to pay $200 as the scholarship award and
was approved by all in attendance. Lynn also announced that the application was revised for the
future to be more specific for bowling criteria to make it easier for grading purposes. The old grading
system wasn’t specific enough on the bowling background. While academics are important, bowling
achievements, attendance in leagues, and volunteering achievements will weigh in the grading.
Each SCNBA director was each given a sample of the accessory case that will be given to the
champions next season and a sample of the staple remover/paper cutter that will be our new giveaway
item this year.
Lynn reported that the checks for the Vegas tournament are signed and ready to mail. There was one
mistake of $60 in the ragtime doubles, so SCNBA will be making up for the difference. The contract
is signed for next year’s tournament and it is the same lineage price and same weekend and in June.
Next tournament is the Singles event here at Linbrook Bowl on 8/5/18. There is one new tournament
coming, the Baker Trios Classic to be held on 11/18/18 at AMF Beverly Lanes. After the Singles
tournament is completed, Lynn will calculate the tournament averages for the year and see if anyone
15+ pins needs to be re-rated for the 2018-19 season.
Lynn announced that we need to do cost containments. One way would be to consolidate the
secretary and the treasurers’ positions. After the Singles event is put to bed, she will revise the
bylaws and update the nomination forms. The secretary duties will fall with our current Treasurer.
Lynn will also use Mailchimp to send out notifications to all the bowlers for the upcoming meeting
dates.

The meeting was adjourned by President Lynn Matsubara at 2:45 P.M. The next meeting to be determined.
Minutes submitted by: Lynne Tomita. Date: July 20, 2018.

